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TORSION AND ABELIANIZATION IN EQUIVARIANT
COHOMOLOGY
TARA S. HOLM AND REYER SJAMAAR
Dediated to Bertram Kostant on the oasion of his eightieth birthday
Abstrat. Let X be a topologial spae upon whih a ompat onneted
Lie group G ats. It is well-known that the equivariant ohomology H∗G(X;Q)
is isomorphi to the subalgebra of Weyl group invariants of the equivariant
ohomology H∗T (X;Q), where T is a maximal torus of G. This relationship
breaks down for oeient rings k other thanQ. Instead, we prove that under
a mild ondition on k the algebra H∗G(X,k) is isomorphi to the subalgebra
of H∗T (X,k) annihilated by the divided dierene operators.
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Introdution
Consider a topologial spae X and a ompat onneted Lie group G ating
ontinuously on X. A useful invariant of the G-spae X is Borel's equivariant o-
homology algebra H∗G(X;k) with oeients in a ommutative ring k. Let T be
a maximal torus of G. It is well-known, and easy to see, how the G-equivariant
ohomology relates to the T -equivariant ohomology, at least when k is the eld of
the rationalsQ, namely the projetion pX : XT → XG indues an isomorphism from
H∗G(X;Q) to the Weyl group invariants in H
∗
T (X;Q). (See for example the standard
referenes [2, 12, 18℄.)
The aim of this paper is to larify the situation for more general oeient rings
k. In general, the map p∗X from H
∗
G(X;k) to H
∗
T (X;k)
W
is neither injetive nor
surjetive. (See Example 1.13 and Setion 4 for examples.) Our rst main result,
Theorem 1.10, says that the ation of the Weyl group W on H∗T (X;k) extends to
an ation of Demazure's algebra of divided dierene operators (whih is alled the
nil Heke ring in [19℄).
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assumption that a few speial primes assoiated with the group G are invertible
in k. This assumption ensures that p∗X is injetive. Theorem 2.6 states that the
image of p∗X onsists of the T -equivariant lasses that are annihilated by all divided
dierene operators. However, there is a fairly natural ondition, stated in Theorem
2.10, under whih the image of p∗X is equal to H
∗
T (X;k)
W
, namely that the roots of
G should not be zero divisors in the module H∗T (X;k).
The main appliations given here are the results of Setion 5, whih generalize
lassial theorems of Borel on the ohomology of equal-rank homogeneous spaes.
In future work we hope to apply our results to the theory of Hamiltonian ations.
All these fats have parallels in ertain other equivariant ohomology theories,
suh as equivariant Chow theory and equivariant K-theory, whih we intend to
explore in a sequel to this paper. Indeed, the Chow theory analogue of Theorem
1.10 was established by Brion in [11℄.
This work is based on Grothendiek's notion of the torsion index, introdued in
[16℄, and on the alulus of the divided dierene operators, whih was initiated
by Newton and a modern version of whih an be found in Demazure's papers
[13, 14℄ and Bernstein, Gelfand and Gelfand's paper [5℄. Our onstrution of the
divided dierene operators as push-pull operators in T -equivariant ohomology
generalizes observations made by various authors, inluding Akyldz and Carrell
in [1℄, Arabia in [3℄, Bressler and Evens in [10℄, and Kostant and Kumar in [19℄. In
fat, our paper an be regarded as an eort to extend some of the results of [10, 13℄
from a spae onsisting of a single point to arbitrary G-spaes. We learned about
the torsion index from Totaro's reent work [26, 27℄. Though we do not use muh
of the information on the torsion index unearthed by him (it sues for us to know
that it exists and what its prime fators are), we exploit some of his tehniques,
espeially in our results on equal-rank homogeneous spaes.
We are grateful to the Amerian Institute of Mathematis for its hospitality and
to Joseph Wolf for several helpful disussions. We thank Mihel Brion and Sam
Evens for their inisive omments on an earlier draft of this paper.
1. Divided differene operators in equivariant ohomology
Equivariant ohomology. Throughout this paper, G will denote a ompat on-
neted Lie group with maximal torus T and Weyl group W = NG(T)/T , X will
denote a topologial spae equipped with a ontinuous (left) G-ation, and k will
denote a ommutative ring with identity. Borel and others have found lose rela-
tionships between torsion in the integral ohomology of G and that of its lassifying
spae BG. The results of this setion and the next are appliations of their work.
Many speial ases of these results are well-known and go bak to Borel's foun-
dational paper [6℄. Our presentation relies on Demazure's work [13℄ and Bressler
and Evens' work [10℄, the methods of whih enable us to express the G-equivariant
ohomology of X as the submodule of the T -equivariant ohomology annihilated by
a ertain ideal of operators.
Let XG be the Borel homotopy quotient EG ×
G X of X and let H∗G(X;k) =
H∗(XG;k) be the G-equivariant singular ohomology with oeients in k. Sim-
ilarly, we have the T -equivariant ohomology H∗T (X;k) = H
∗(XT ;k), where XT =
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EG×T X. The anonial map
pX : XT −→ XG
is a loally trivial bre bundle with bre G/T . It will be onvenient to hoose
a preferred bre of pX. Choose a basepoint e0 ∈ EG and (if X is nonempty) a
basepoint x0 ∈ X, and dene iX : G/T →֒ XT by iX(gT) = T(g−1e0, g−1x0). Then
iX is an embedding and its image is the bre of pX over G(e0, x0). If X is a single
point, in whih ase XT = BT and XG = BG, we write iX = i and pX = p. Writing
prT : XT → BT and prG : XG → BG for the anonial projetions, we have a pullbak
diagram
XT
pX
//
prT

XG
prG

BT
p
// BG,
(1)
in whih the vertial maps are bre bundles with bre X and the horizontal maps
are bre bundles with bre G/T .
Let X(T) = Hom(T,U(1)) be the harater group of T . Let S = S(X(T)) be the
symmetri algebra (over the integers) of X(T) and SW the subalgebra of Weyl group
invariants. The inlusion map SW → S is split injetive and hene the indued map
SW ⊗
Z
k −→ S⊗
Z
k
is split injetive. For any Z-module M, let us write M ⊗
Z
k = M
k
. We shall
identify (SW)
k
with its image in S
k
. For eah harater λ ∈ X(T), let L(λ) be
a opy of C equipped with the T -ation (t, z) 7→ λ(t)z. We view L(λ) as a T -
equivariant omplex line bundle over a point and let LX(λ) = (ET × X × L(λ))/T
be its extension to XT . The map X(T)→ H2T (X;Z) whih sends λ to c1(LX(λ);Z),
the Chern lass of LX(λ), indues a ring homomorphism S→ H∗T (X;Z). Extending
salars to k gives a degree-doubling homomorphism of k-algebras
cX : Sk −→ H∗T (X;k),
alled the harateristi homomorphism of X. The harateristi homomorphism
of a point S
k
→ H∗T (pt;k) = H∗(BT ;k) is an isomorphism and from now on we shall
identify S
k
with H∗(BT ;k) via this isomorphism. When no onfusion an arise, we
shall write ua for a produt cX(u)a of elements u ∈ Sk and a ∈ H
∗
T (X;k).
Divided dierenes. The natural Weyl group ation on XT indues a W-ation
on H∗T (X;k) and this ombines with the Sk-module struture to make H
∗
T (X;k) a
module over the rossed produt or twisted group algebra S
k
[W], whih is the
free S
k
-module on W with multipliation given by(∑
w∈W
uww
)
·
( ∑
w ′∈W
u ′w ′w
′
)
=
∑
w,w ′∈W
uww(u
′
w ′)ww
′.
Our rst main result, Theorem 1.10 below, says that the S
k
[W]-ation on H∗T (X;k)
extends naturally to an ation of the algebra of divided dierene operators. For
type A root systems, these operators go bak to Newton's Prinipia [24, Book III,
Lemma V℄. As far as we know, the denition for general root systems goes bak
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to [5℄ and [13, 14℄. We will mostly follow the treatment given in [13, 14℄, although
we adopt some of the onventions and notations of [21℄. Let R ⊆ X(T) be the root
system of (G, T). For every α ∈ R, let Gα = ZG(ker(α)) be the entralizer in G of
the odimension one losed subgroup of T xed by α. Then Gα has root system
{α,−α}. Let
pα,X : XT → XGα
be the orresponding projetion with bre Gα/T . Let gα be the Lie algebra of Gα
and let gα
C
⊆ g
C
be the root spae of α. The map gα → gα
C
obtained by omposing
the inlusion gα →֒ gC with the anonial projetion gC → gα
C
indues an R-linear
isomorphism gα/t ∼= g
α
C
. This gives us a omplex struture on the tangent bundle
of Gα/T ∼= P
1
C
and hene a natural orientation on the bres of pα,X. Similarly, we
orient the bres of pX by hoosing a basis of R and by identifying the tangent spae
at the identity oset of G/T with the sum
⊕
α∈R+
gα
C
, where R+ is the set of positive
roots. (This sign onvention diers from that of [10℄.) With the orientations so
dened, let
pX,∗ : H
∗
T (X;k)→ H∗G(X;k), pα,X,∗ : H∗T (X;k)→ H∗Gα(X;k)
be the orresponding Gysin homomorphisms. Let N = |R+| =
1
2
dim(G/T). Dene
operations δ of degree −2N and δα of degree −2 on H
∗
T (X;k) by
δ = p∗XpX,∗ and δα = p
∗
α,Xpα,X,∗.
Oasionally we shall write δ = δX and δα = δα,X to emphasize the dependene on
X. These operations are funtorial in two dierent ways.
1.1. Lemma. The operations δ and δα, for every root α, are ontravariant
with respet to G-equivariant ontinuous maps and ovariant with respet to
G-equivariant proper oriented maps.
Proof. Let f : X → Y a G-equivariant ontinuous map and let fT : XT → YT and
fG : XG → YG be the maps indued by f. The square
XT
pX
//
fT

XG
fG

YT
pY
// YG
is Cartesian, so pX,∗f
∗
T = f
∗
GpY,∗ by the base-hange formula. By naturality, f
∗
Tp
∗
Y =
p∗Xf
∗
G, so
δXf
∗
T = p
∗
XpX,∗f
∗
T = p
∗
Xf
∗
GpY,∗ = f
∗
Tp
∗
YpY,∗ = f
∗
TδY .
Similarly, δα,Xf
∗
T = f
∗
Tδα,Y for all α ∈ R. If f is proper and oriented, we get
pY,∗fT,∗ = fG,∗pX,∗ by naturality and fT,∗p
∗
X = p
∗
YfG,∗ by base hange, whih gives
δYfT,∗ = fT,∗δX. Similarly, δα,YfT,∗ = fT,∗δα,X for all α. QED
Applying this result to the onstant map X→ pt we obtain δX(u · 1) = δpt(u) · 1
and δα,X(u · 1) = δα,pt(u) · 1 for all polynomials u ∈ Sk, where 1 ∈ H
0
T (X;k) is the
identity element.
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1.2. Lemma. Let α be a root. Then δα(p
∗
α,X(b)a) = p
∗
α,X(b)δα(a) for all a ∈
H∗T (X;k) and b ∈ H
∗
Gα
(X;k). Hene δα(p
∗
α,X(b)) = 0 and δ
2
α = 0.
Proof. It follows from the projetion formula that
δα(p
∗
α,X(b)a) = p
∗
α,Xpα,X,∗(p
∗
α,X(b)a) = p
∗
α,X(bpα,X,∗(a)) = p
∗
α,X(b)δα(a).
In partiular, δα(p
∗
α,X(b)) = p
∗
α,X(b)δα(1) = 0, beause δα is of degree −2. The
identity δ2α = 0 follows immediately from this. QED
1.3. Remark. Let pX : X/T → X/G, qT : XT → X/T and qG : XG → X/G be the
natural projetions. If G ats freely on X, then X/T is an oriented bre bundle over
X/G, so we an dene an operator δ on H∗(X/T ;k) by δ = p∗XpX,∗. Moreover, the
square
XT
pX
//
qT

XG
qG

X/T
pX
// X/G
is Cartesian and q∗T is an isomorphism. Arguing as in the proof of Lemma 1.1 we
nd δq∗T = q
∗
T
δ, so the natural transformations δ and δ are isomorphi. For this
reason we shall identify the natural transformations δ and δ on the ategory of
free G-spaes. Likewise, for any root α, we let pα,X : X/T → X/Gα be the natural
projetion and dene
δα = p
∗
α,Xpα,X,∗ for a free Gα-spae X. Then δαq
∗
T = q
∗
T
δα.
For an arbitrary G-spae X, it is plain from the denitions that δX = δEG×X and
δα,X = δα,EG×X. In this manner, all questions regarding the operations δ and δα
an be redued to the ase of a free ation.
Next we show that the Weyl group ation an be expressed in terms of the
operators δα and that the δα satisfy an integration by parts rule.
1.4. Proposition. Let α be a root. Then
(i) sα = 1−αδα, where sα ∈W denotes the reetion in α and 1 denotes
the identity operator on H∗T (X;k);
(ii) δα(a1a2) = δα(a1)a2 + sα(a1)δα(a2) for all a1, a2 ∈ H
∗
T (X;k).
Proof. We may assume without loss of generality that G = Gα. Then R = {α,−α},
pα,X = pX and δα = δ. We may also assume that G ats freely on X. (If it does not,
replae X with EG× X; see Remark 1.3.) We will prove the proposition by pulling
up the bre bundle X/T → X/G along the projetion map pX. Let X ′ = X×T G be
the quotient of X × G by the free T -ation t ·(x, g) = (tx, tg). Then G ats on X ′
by right multipliation on the bre G. Let
cX ′ : Sk → H∗(X ′/T ;k)
be the harateristi homomorphism for X ′ onsidered as a T -spae. The quotient
of X ′ by G is X ′/G = (X ×T G)/G ∼= X/T . With this identiation, the map
pX ′ : X
′/T → X ′/G beomes the map f : X ′/T → X/T given by f([x, g]) = [x]. Here
[x, g] ∈ X ′/T denotes the T -orbit of (x, g) ∈ X × G and [x] ∈ X/T denotes the
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T -orbit of x ∈ X. We dene a seond map h : X ′/T → X/T by h([x, g]) = [g−1x].
The square
X ′/T
h
//
f

X/T
pX

τ
rr
X/T
pX
//
σ
II
X/G
(2)
is Cartesian. The setion τ of h is dened by τ([x]) = [x, 1] and the setion σ of f
is dened by σ(x) = [x, nα], where nα ∈ NG(T) is a representative of sα. Lemma
1.1 gives
h∗δX = δX ′h
∗, (3)
where δX ′ = p
∗
X ′pX ′,∗ = f
∗f∗. Note that h is indued by the G-equivariant map
X ′ → X dened by [x, g] 7→ g−1x. It follows that h is equivariant with respet to
the given Weyl group ation on X/T and the brewise Weyl group ation on X ′/T
dened by w ·[x, g] = [x, gn−1], where n ∈ NG(T) is a representative of w ∈ W.
Therefore
h∗(sα(a)) = sα(h
∗(a)) (4)
for all a ∈ H∗(X/T ;k). Beause h is indued by an equivariant map, we have also
h∗(cX(u)a) = cX ′(u)h
∗(a) (5)
for all u ∈ S
k
and a ∈ H∗(X/T ;k). Sine h has a setion, h∗ is injetive, so beause
of (3)(5) the proposition will follow from
sα(b) = b− cX ′(α)δX ′(b), δX ′(b1b2) = δX ′(b1)b2 + sα(b1)δX ′(b2) (6)
for all b, b1, b2 ∈ H
∗(X ′/T ;k). Let ξ = σ∗(1) ∈ H
2(X ′/T ;k). See [8, Setions
III.35℄ or [14, Setion 2℄ for the following fats:
δX ′(1) = 0, δX ′(ξ) = 1, sα(1) = 1, sα(ξ) = −ξ − f
∗(cX(α)),
ξ2 + f∗(cX(α))ξ = 0, cX ′(α) = f
∗(cX(α)) + 2ξ.
(7)
Sine f is W-invariant, we have sα(f
∗(a)) = f∗(a) for all a ∈ H∗(X/T ;k). By the
Leray-Hirsh theorem, the lasses 1 and ξ form a basis of H∗(X ′/T ;k) regarded
as an H∗(X/T ;k)-module via the map f∗. Let b ∈ H∗(X ′/T ;k). Writing b =
f∗(a1) + f
∗(a2)ξ with a1, a2 ∈ H
∗(X/T ;k) and using (7), we nd
sα(b) = f
∗(a1) − f
∗(a2)(ξ + f
∗(cX(α))),
b− cX ′(α)δX ′(b) = f
∗(a1) + f
∗(a2)ξ − (f
∗(cX(α)) + 2ξ)f
∗(a2),
so sα(b) = b − cX ′(α)δX ′(b). The seond equality in (6) follows from (7) in a
similar way. QED
For any u ∈ S = H∗T (pt;Z), the dierene u − sα(u) is uniquely divisible by α,
so it follows from Proposition 1.4(i) that δα,pt is a divided dierene operator on
the polynomial ring S.
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1.5. Corollary. Let k = Z and let pt denote the spae onsisting of one point.
Then
δα,pt(u) =
u− sα(u)
α
for all u ∈ S.
This formula an also be found in [1℄ and [10℄. It follows from this that, for an
arbitrary oeient ring k, the operator δα,pt on Sk is equal to α
−1(1− sα)⊗ idk.
1.6. Lemma. The identities
sαδα = δα, δαsα = −δα, δ−α = −δα, wδαw
−1 = δw(α)
hold for all α ∈ R and w ∈W.
Proof. The identity sαδα = δα follows from Lemma 1.2 and Proposition 1.4(i).
From Corollary 1.5 we get δα(α) = 2, whene, by Lemma 1.2 and Proposition
1.4(ii),
δαsα = δα(1− αδα) = δα − 2δα = −δα.
Replaing α with −α has the eet of reversing the omplex struture on Gα/T
and thus reversing the sign of pα,X,∗. Therefore δ−α = −δα. Finally, for any Weyl
group elementw, onjugation bywmapsGα to Gw(α) and indues a biholomorphi
map Gα/T → Gw(α)/T . The ation of w, viewed as a homeomorphism XT → XT ,
indues a homeomorphism w : XGα → XGw(α) , and the diagram
Gα/T //
Ad(w)

XT
pα,X
//
w

XGα
w

Gw(α)/T // XT
pw(α),X
// XGw(α)
ommutes. The square on the right is Cartesian, so wpw(α),X,∗ = pα,X,∗w. By
naturality, wp∗w(α),X = p
∗
α,X w, and so wδαw
−1 = δw(α). QED
Our next result relates the operations δα to the operation δ. The proof is based
on a ommutative diagram
G/T
j ′
//

X ′/T
h //
f

X/T
pX

~G/T
~
//
q
bbEEEEE
||yy
yy
yy
~X/T
qX
<<xxxxx
~f ""
FF
FF
F
pt
j
// X/T
pX
// X/G,
(8)
whih is dened for every free G-spae X as follows. The square on the right is as
in (2). The objet
~G/T is a Bott-Samelson variety. We reall the onstrution
from [8, Setion III.4℄. Choose a redued deomposition
w0 = sβ1sβ2 · · · sβN (9)
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of the longest Weyl group element w0 in terms of simple roots β1, β2, . . . , βN.
Put α1 = β1 and
αk = sβ1sβ2 · · · sβk−1(βk)
for 2 ≤ k ≤ N. Then {α1, α2, . . . , αN} = R+. For 1 ≤ k ≤ N dene
G(k) = Gα1 ×
T Gα2 ×
T · · · ×T Gαk ,
where the nth opy of T ats on Gαn × Gαn+1 by t ·(gn, gn+1) = (gnt
−1, tgn+1).
Put
~G = G(N). The torus T ats freely on ~G by right multipliation on GαN . Let
q : ~G/T → G/T be the map indued by multipliation,
[g1, g2, . . . , gN] 7−→ [g1g2 · · ·gN].
The map q : ~G/T → G/T is the Bott-Samelson resolution of the ag variety
assoiated with the given redued deomposition of w0, so named beause it is a
simultaneous resolution of singularities of all the Shubert varieties in G/T . (See
[14, Setions 34℄.) The spae
~X/T is obtained by replaing the bre G/T of the
bundle f by the Bott-Samelson variety ~G/T . Namely, let X(k) be the T -spae
X×T G(k) and let ~X = X(N). We dene qX : ~X/T → X ′/T to be the map
[x, g1, g2, . . . , gN] 7−→ [x, g1g2 · · ·gN]
and
~f : ~X/T → X/T to be the omposition of qX and f. The map j : pt → X/T
is the inlusion of an arbitrarily hosen point in X/T and j ′ : G/T → X ′/T and
~ : ~G/T → ~X/T are the inlusions of the bres of f, resp. ~f, over this point.
A useful property of the map
~f is that it splits into a sequene of P1-bundles
with setions, whih we shall all the Bott-Samelson tower of X:
~X/T
πN // · · ·
πk+1
//
σN
oo X(k)/T
πk //
σk+1
oo X(k−1)/T
πk−1
//
σk
oo · · ·
π2 //
σk−1
oo X(1)/T
π1 //
σ2
oo X/T.
σ1
oo
The projetions πk and the setions σk are dened by
πk([x, g1, g2, . . . , gk−1, gk]) = [x, g1, g2, . . . , gk−1],
σk([x, g1, g2, . . . , gk−1]) = [x, g1, g2, . . . , gk−1, nk],
(10)
where nk represents the nontrivial element sαk of the Weyl group of Gαk .
1.7. Proposition. For every redued deomposition (9) of the longest Weyl
group element w0, we have δ = δβ1δβ2 · · · δβN.
Proof. Let us assume, as we may, that G ats freely on X. First onsider the ase
where X is G ating on itself by left multipliation. In that ase the assertion is
that
δG = δβ1,Gδβ2,G · · · δβN,G (11)
as operators on H∗T (G;k)
∼= H∗(G/T ;k). Beause H∗(G/T ;Z) is a free and nitely
generated abelian group, it sues to hek this identity over the ring k = Z. Both
sides vanish exept in degree 2N, so it is enough to show that they agree on the
orientation lass θ ∈ H2N(G/T ;Z). Let
d =
∏
α∈R+
α ∈ SN
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be the disriminant of G. By [13,  4℄ the image of d under the harateristi
homomorphism cG = i
∗ : S→ H∗(G/T ;Z) is
i∗(d) = |W|θ. (12)
From Corollary 1.5 and [13, Proposition 3℄ we obtain the identity
δβ1,ptδβ2,pt · · · δβN,pt =
1
d
∑
w∈W
det(w)w, (13)
valid over the ring Z. Sine w(d) = det(w)d, we nd
δβ1,ptδβ2,pt · · · δβN,pt(d) =
1
d
∑
w∈W
det(w)w(d) = |W|.
By naturality and by (12) this gives
|W| = i∗δβ1,ptδβ2,pt · · · δβN,pt(d)
= δβ1,Gδβ2,G · · · δβN,Gi
∗(d)
= |W|δβ1,Gδβ2,G · · · δβN,G(θ).
Dividing by |W| yields
δβ1,Gδβ2,G · · · δβN,G(θ) = 1 = δG(θ)
and hene (11).
We will dedue from this that the proposition is true for an arbitrary freeG-spae
X. The following square ontained in the diagram (8) is Cartesian:
~G/T
~
//
q

~X/T
qX

G/T
j ′
// X ′/T.
As in the proof of Lemma 1.1, this implies the identities
q∗~
∗ = j′,∗qX,∗, ~
∗
~δX = ~δG~
∗, ~∗~δα,X = ~δα,G~
∗
(14)
for all roots α. Here ~δX and ~δα,X are operators on H
∗(~X/T ;k) and ~δG and ~δα,G are
operators on H∗( ~G/T ;k) dened by
~δX = ~f
∗
~f∗ = q
∗
XδX ′qX,∗,
~δα,X = q
∗
Xδα,X ′qX,∗,
~δG = q
∗δGq∗, ~δα,G = q
∗δα,Gq∗.
For a ∈ H∗(X/T ;k) and b ∈ H∗(~X/T ;k) we have
~δα,X(~f
∗(a)b) = q∗Xδα,X ′qX,∗(q
∗
X(f
∗(a))b) = q∗Xδα,X ′(f
∗(a)qX,∗(b))
= q∗X(f
∗(a)δα,X ′(qX,∗(b))) = ~f
∗(a)q∗Xδα,X ′qX,∗(b) =
~f∗(a)~δα,X(b),
where we used the H∗(X/T ;k)-linearity of δα,X ′ (Lemma 1.2) and the projetion
formula. The same argument applies to
~δX. Thus ~δX and ~δα,X are linear over
H∗(X/T ;k):
~δX(~f
∗(a)b) = ~f∗(a)~δX(b), ~δα,X(~f
∗(a)b) = ~f∗(a)~δα,X(b) (15)
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for all a ∈ H∗(X/T ;k) and b ∈ H∗(~X/T ;k).
The Bott-Samelson map q : ~G/T → G/T , being birational, has mapping degree
1. This implies q∗(1) = 1 and hene 1 = q∗~
∗(1) = j′,∗qX,∗(1) by the rst formula
in (14). Sine j′,∗ is injetive in degree 0, this gives qX,∗(1) = 1. Therefore
q∗q
∗ = id, qX,∗q
∗
X = id (16)
by the projetion formula. By left multiplying both sides of (11) by q∗ and right
multiplying by q∗ and using (16), we nd ~δG = ~δβ1,G
~δβ2,G · · · ~δβN,G. In partiular,
1 = ~δG(~θ) = ~δβ1,G
~δβ2,G · · · ~δβN,G(~θ), (17)
where
~θ = q∗(θ). Sine q has mapping degree 1, ~θ is the orientation lass of the
variety
~G/T . We assert that ~θ extends to a lass in H2N(~X/T ;k) whih is a produt
of degree 2 lasses. These lasses are dened as follows. Let σk be the setion (10)
of the Bott-Samelson tower. The lass σk,∗(1) is the Thom lass of the kth storey
of the tower. Let ξk ∈ H
2(~X/T ;k) be the pullbak of this lass,
ξk = (πN)
∗(πN−1)
∗ · · · (πk+1)
∗σk,∗(1),
and for eah subset K of {1, 2, . . . , N} let
ξK =
∏
k∈K
ξk ∈ H
2|K|(~X/T ;k).
It follows from the Leray-Hirsh theorem, applied to eah storey of the Bott-
Samelson tower, that the 2N lasses ξK form a basis of H
∗(~X/T ;k) viewed as an
H∗(X/T ;k)-module via the map ~f∗. The top-degree basis element is
ξ{1,2,...,N} = ξ1ξ2 · · ·ξN ∈ H
2N(~X/T ;k),
whih restrits to the orientation lass of the bre
~G/T , i.e. ~∗(ξ1ξ2 · · · ξN) = ~θ.
Substituting this into (17) and using the seond formula in (14) we get
~∗~δX(ξ1ξ2 · · ·ξN) = ~
∗
~δβ1,X
~δβ2,X · · · ~δβN,X(ξ1ξ2 · · · ξN).
Both sides of this identity are of degree 0, so
~δX(ξ1ξ2 · · ·ξN) = ~δβ1,X~δβ2,X · · · ~δβN,X(ξ1ξ2 · · · ξN). (18)
Finally, we an nish the proof of the proposition. Sine h∗ is injetive (beause
h has a setion; see (2)), the desired result will follow from
δX ′ = δβ1,X ′δβ2,X ′ · · · δβN,X ′ .
It follows from (16) that q∗X is injetive, so in fat it is enough to show that
~δX = ~δβ1,X
~δβ2,X · · · ~δβN,X. (19)
Beause of the linearity property (15), it sues to hek (19) on the basis elements
ξK. Sine both sides of (19) are operators of degree −2N, they annihilate all lasses
ξK exept when K = {1, 2, . . . , N}, in whih ase (19) is equivalent to (18). This
proves (19). QED
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The operators ∂w. Let α and β be simple roots and let m be the order of sαsβ.
Then sαsβ · · · = sβsα · · · (m fators on both sides) is the longest element of the
Weyl group of the root subsystem of R generated by α and β, so from Proposition
1.7 we obtain the braid relation
δαδβ · · · = δβδα · · · , (20)
where eah produt has m fators. Let w be a Weyl group element of length k and
let w = sα1sα2 · · · sαk be a redued deomposition of w in terms of simple roots
α1, α2, . . . , αk. Dene an endomorphism ∂w of H
∗
T (X;k) of degree −2k by
∂w = δα1δα2 · · · δαk . (21)
This operator depends on the hoie of the basis of R, but it follows from the braid
relations and Matsumoto's theorem ([9,  IV.1, Proposition 5℄) that it does not
depend on the redued deomposition of w. Note that
∂w0,X = δX = p
∗
XpX,∗. (22)
From (13) we get the following identity, valid over the integers,
∂w0,pt =
1
d
∑
w∈W
det(w)w. (23)
As in [13, Setion 4℄, the braid relations (20) and the relations δ2α = 0 (Lemma
1.2) imply the following relations among the ∂w:
∂w∂w ′ = ∂ww ′ if l(ww
′) = l(w) + l(w ′), ∂w∂w ′ = 0 otherwise. (24)
From these relations and Proposition 1.4(ii) one an dedue a Leibniz rule for
∂w, whih is stated in [21, Chapter II℄. This referene is hard to nd and it treats
only the ase of a one-point spae and the lassial root system of type A, so let us
review the argument. Let
µ : H∗T (X;k)⊗k H
∗
T (X;k)→ H∗T (X;k)
be the multipliation map. Then Proposition 1.4(ii) is equivalent to
δα ◦ µ = µ ◦ (δα ⊗ 1+ sα ⊗ δα).
Substituting (21) and writing sj for the simple reetion sαj gives
∂w ◦ µ = µ ◦ (∂s1 ⊗ 1+ s1 ⊗ ∂s1) ◦ (∂s2 ⊗ 1+ s2 ⊗ ∂s2) ◦ · · · ◦ (∂sk ⊗ 1+ sk ⊗ ∂sk).
This expands to an expression of the form
∂w ◦ µ = µ ◦
∑
t
φ(s, t)⊗ ∂
t
.
Here s is the word (s1, s2, . . . , sk); the sum is over all subwords t = (t1, t2, . . . , tl)
of s of l letters, where 0 ≤ l ≤ k; ∂
t
denotes ∂t1∂t2 · · · ∂tl ; and
φ(s, t) = φ1(s, t)φ2(s, t) · · ·φk(s, t)
with
φj(s, t) =
{
sj if sj ∈ t,
∂sj if sj 6∈ t,
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for 1 ≤ j ≤ k. If the subword t is not redued, then ∂
t
= 0 by (24), so we an write
∂w ◦ µ = µ ◦
∑
w ′≤w
w ′∂w/w ′ ⊗ ∂w ′ .
Here ∂w/w ′ = (w
′)−1
∑
t
φ(s, t), summed over all redued subwords t of s suh
that w ′ = t1t2 · · · tl. The operator ∂w/w ′ has degree l(w) − l(w
′) (viewed as an
endomorphism of S
k
) and it follows from the independene of the ∂w that ∂w/w ′
does not depend on the redued deomposition of w. This proves the following
produt rule.
1.8. Lemma. ∂w(a1a2) =
∑
w ′≤ww
′(∂w/w ′(a1))∂w ′(a2) for all a1 and a2 in
H∗T (X;k).
Demazure's algebra. Let D
k
be the algebra of endomorphisms of S
k
= H∗T (pt;k)
generated by the operators δα,pt for α ∈ R and the elements of Sk (regarded as
multipliation operators). The generators are (SW)
k
-linear, so D
k
is a subalgebra
of End(SW)
k
(S
k
). By Proposition 1.4(i), D
k
ontains the Weyl group and hene
the twisted group algebra S
k
[W].
1.9. Proposition. The algebra D
k
is the free left S
k
-module on the elements
(∂w)w∈W equipped with the multipliation rule(∑
w∈W
uw∂w
)
·
( ∑
w ′∈W
u ′w ′∂w ′
)
=
∑
w,w ′∈W
∑
w ′′
uww
′′
(
∂w/w ′′(u
′
w ′)
)
∂w ′′w ′ ,
where the seond sum on the right ranges over all w ′′ ∈W satisfying w ′′ ≤ w
and l(w ′′w ′) = l(w ′′) + l(w ′).
Proof. That the ∂w are a basis of Dk is [13, Setion 4, Corollaire 1℄. The multi-
pliation rule follows from the produt rule, Lemma 1.8, applied to X = pt. QED
The next result says that H∗T (X;k) is in a natural way a Dk-module. This is
analogous to a result of Brion in equivariant Chow theory, [11, Theorem 6.3℄.
1.10. Theorem. The operations δα and the ation of Sk on H
∗
T (X;k) extend
uniquely to an ation of the algebra D
k
. This ation is H∗G(X;k)-linear, it
extends the ation of the twisted group algebra S
k
[W], and it is ontravariant
with respet to G-equivariant ontinuous maps and ovariant with respet to
G-equivariant proper oriented maps. In partiular, the harateristi homo-
morphism S
k
→ H∗T (X;k) is Dk-linear.
Proof. The basis elements ∂w of Dk must at as in (21). The multipliation rule
given in Proposition 1.9 is then satised beause of Lemma 1.8. We onlude that
the operations δα generate a unique Dk-module struture on H
∗
T (X;k). It follows
from Lemma 1.2 that ∆(p∗X(b)a) = p
∗
X(b)∆(a) for all ∆ ∈ Dk, a ∈ H
∗
T (X;k)
and b ∈ H∗G(X;k), whih shows that the Dk-ation is H
∗
G(X;k)-linear. It follows
from Proposition 1.4(i) that the D
k
-ation extends the S
k
[W]-ation. Finally, the
funtoriality follows from Lemma 1.1. QED
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By analogy with group rings, we dene the augmentation left ideal of D
k
to
be the annihilator of the onstant polynomial 1 ∈ S
k
,
I(D
k
) = {∆ ∈ D
k
| ∆(1) = 0 }.
Let A be a left D
k
-module. We say an element of A is D
k
-invariant if it is
annihilated by all operators in I(D
k
) and we denote by AI(Dk) the set of invariants.
The invariants are not a D
k
-submodule of A, but a submodule over the ring (SW)
k
.
1.11. Lemma. (i) I(D
k
) is the left ideal of D
k
generated by the operators
∂w for w 6= 1. It is a free left Sk-module with basis (∂w)w 6=1.
(ii) Let A be a left D
k
-module. Then
AI(Dk) = {a ∈ A | ∂w(a) = 0 for all w 6= 1 } ⊆ A
W .
Proof. (i) follows from the fat thatD
k
is a free left S
k
-module with basis (∂w)w∈W
and the fat that ∂1 = id and ∂w(1) = 0 for w 6= 1. It follows from (i) that an
element of A is D
k
-invariant if and only if it is annihilated by all ∂w for w 6= 1.
By Proposition 1.4(i), every D
k
-invariant element of A is W-invariant. QED
1.12. Theorem. We have inlusions
p∗X
(
H∗G(X;k)
)
⊆ H∗T (X;k)
I(D
k
) ⊆ H∗T (X;k)
W .
Proof. The rst inlusion follows from the H∗G(X;k)-linearity of the Dk-ation
(Theorem 1.10) and the seond inlusion is a speial ase of Lemma 1.11(ii). QED
Without imposing onditions on the oeient ring, this result annot be im-
proved. It is well-known that the map p∗X is not always injetive. For instane, let
X be a point. Then the kernel of p∗X = p
∗
is the torsion submodule of H∗(BG;Z)
(see e.g. [15℄ or Proposition 2.1(i) below), whih is nonzero for groups suh as
G = SO(n). In Setion 4 we will give some examples where the seond inlusion
stated in the theorem is a strit inlusion. Here is an example where the rst
inlusion is strit.
1.13. Example. Let X be a point, let G = Spin(11) or Spin(12), and let k = Z.
Then H∗T (X;Z) = S. Put S
′ = H∗G(X;Z) = H
∗(BG;Z). If p∗ : S ′ → SI(D) were
surjetive, we would have a ring isomorphism S ′/torsion ∼= SI(D). From the fat
that S is a polynomial ring it follows easily that for every prime l the ring SI(D)⊗
Z
Fl
has no nilpotents. But Feshbah showed in [15℄ that the ring (S ′/torsion) ⊗
Z
F2
has nilpotents in degree 32. Thus p∗ : S ′ → SI(D) is not surjetive.
In the next setion, we shall give a riterion on the oeient ring k for p∗X to
be an isomorphism from H∗G(X;k) onto H
∗
T (X;k)
I(D
k
)
.
2. Equivariant ohomology and the torsion index
As in the previous setion, we x a basis of the root system R of (G, T). We
denote the set of positive roots by R+, its ardinality by N, and the longest element
of W by w0. As before, X denotes a topologial G-spae and k a ommutative
ring. The rst result of this setion says that the map in ohomology indued
by pX : XT → XG almost has a left inverse and almost surjets onto the Weyl
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invariants if H∗T (X;k) is torsion-free. For a one-point spae X, this result an be
found in [27, Theorem 1.3℄.
By a famous theorem of Borel, [6, Proposition 26.1℄, the harateristi homo-
morphism cG = i
∗ : S
k
→ H∗(G/T ;k) is surjetive over k = Q and therefore it has
nite okernel over k = Z. Following [16℄, we dene the torsion index t(G) of G
to be the order of the okernel of i∗ : SN → H2N(G/T ;Z). It follows from (12) that
the torsion index divides the order of the Weyl group.
2.1. Proposition. (i) The kernel of p∗X : H
∗
G(X;k) → H∗T (X;k) is annihi-
lated by t(G). If t(G) is a unit in k, then p∗X is split injetive.
(ii) Assume that X is ompat, that k is a prinipal ideal domain of har-
ateristi 0 and that the k-module H∗T (X;k) is torsion-free. Then the
okernel of
p∗X : H
∗
G(X;k)→ H∗T (X;k)W
is annihilated by t(G). If t(G) is a unit in k, p∗X is an isomorphism
onto H∗T (X;k)
W
.
Proof. Put φ = p∗X, A = H
∗
T (X;k) and B = H
∗
G(X;k). By denition of the torsion
index, there exists a polynomial u in SN
k
suh that i∗(u) = t(G)θ, where θ ∈
H2N(G/T ;Z) is the orientation lass. Let u = pr∗T (u) ∈ A
2N
. Then i∗X(u) =
i∗(u) = t(G)θ. By (22) and by the naturality of ∂w0 , this implies
(pXiX)
∗pX,∗(u) = i
∗
X∂w0,X(u) = ∂w0,Gi
∗
X(u)
= ∂w0,Gi
∗(u) = t(G)∂w0,G(θ) = t(G),
so pX,∗(u) = t(G). Dene ψ : A → B by ψ(x) = pX,∗(ux). By the projetion
formula,
ψ(φ(y)) = pX,∗(u)y = t(G)y (25)
for all y ∈ B. Hene φ(y) = 0 implies t(G)y = 0, whih shows that the kernel of φ
is killed by t(G). If t(G) is invertible in k, then t(G)−1ψ is a left inverse of φ, so
φ is split injetive. This proves (i). Now make the assumptions stated in (ii). It
follows from (25) that
φ(ψ(φ(y))) = φ(t(G)y) = t(G)φ(y)
for all y ∈ B, so
φ(ψ(x)) = t(G)x (26)
for all x in the image of φ. Let K be the fration eld of k, A
K
= A ⊗
k
K,
B
K
= B⊗
k
K, and onsider the extended maps
φ
K
: B
K
−→ A
K
, ψ
K
: A
K
−→ B
K
.
Beause X is ompat, the universal oeient theorem gives A
K
∼= H∗T (X;K)
and B
K
∼= H∗G(X;K). Sine K is a eld of harateristi 0, it follows from [12,
Proposition 1(i)℄ (or from Theorem 2.10 below) that φ
K
is an isomorphism from
B
K
onto (A
K
)W . By (26), this implies that φ
K
(ψ
K
(x)) = t(G)x for all x in
(A
K
)W . But A is by assumption torsion-free, so the natural map A → A
K
is
injetive. Hene the natural map AW → (A
K
)W is likewise injetive. Therefore
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φ(ψ(x)) = t(G)x for all x in AW , whih shows that the okernel of φ is annihilated
by t(G). Hene, if t(G) is invertible, φ is surjetive. QED
Beause of this proposition, we shall from now on work with a oeient ring
in whih the torsion index is invertible, suh as Z[t(G)−1]. Our next result says
that under this ondition the pullbak diagram (1) maps to a pushout diagram in
ohomology,
H∗T (X;k) H
∗
G(X;k)
p∗Xoo
H∗(BT ;k)
pr
∗
T
OO
H∗(BG;k).
p∗
oo
pr
∗
G
OO
The torsion index being invertible, there exists a polynomial S in SN
k
suh that
i∗(S) = θ ∈ H2N(G/T ;k). (27)
This allows us to dene the Shubert polynomials,
Sw = ∂w−1w0(S) ∈ S
l(w)
k
, (28)
and their lifts to T -equivariant ohomology,
Sw = pr
∗
T (Sw) ∈ H
2l(w)
T (X;k). (29)
Clearly Sw0 = S, where w0 ∈ W is the longest element. It is shown in [13℄ that
S1 = 1, the identity element of S
0
k
. Hene
S1 = 1 ∈ H
0
T (X;k). Moreover, by [13,
Corollaire 4℄, the lasses i∗(Sw) form a basis (the Shubert basis) of the k-module
H∗(G/T ;k). Thus we an dene k-linear maps
s : H∗(G/T ;k)→ S
k
, s : H∗(G/T ;k)→ H∗T (X;k) (30)
by setting s(i∗(Sw)) = Sw and s(i
∗(Sw)) = Sw.
2.2. Proposition. Assume that t(G) is a unit in k. Choose a lass S ∈ SN
k
as
in (27). Dene the lasses
Sw as in (29) and the map s as in (30).
(i) The map H∗(G/T ;k) ⊗
k
H∗G(X;k) → H∗T (X;k) whih sends (x, b) to
s(x)p∗X(b) is an isomorphism of H
∗
G(X;k)-modules. Hene H
∗
T (X;k) is
a free H∗G(X;k)-module with basis (
Sw)w∈W. In partiular, the rank
of H∗T (X;k) over H
∗
G(X;k) is equal to the ardinality of W and the basis
elements are of even degree.
(ii) The map S
k
×H∗G(X;k)→ H∗T (X;k) whih sends (u, b) to pr∗T (u)p∗X(b)
indues an isomorphism of graded k-algebras
S
k
⊗H∗(BG;k) H
∗
G(X;k)
∼=
−→ H∗T (X;k).
Proof. It follows from i = prT ◦iX that i
∗
X(
Sw) = i
∗(Sw). Thus i
∗
X is surjetive
and s is a setion of i∗X. Therefore the Leray-Hirsh theorem applies to the bre
bundle XT → XG, telling us that the elements Sw form a basis of the H∗G(X;k)-
module H∗T (X;k). This proves (i). The map u⊗b 7→ pr∗T (u)p∗X(b) is multipliative.
It sends the basis element Sw ⊗ 1 of Sk ⊗H∗(BG;k) H
∗
G(X;k) to the basis element
Sw of H
∗
T (X;k) and is therefore an algebra isomorphism. QED
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The next result is impliitly stated in [13℄ and also follows from [27, Theorem 1.3℄.
We will dedue it here from Proposition 2.2 by taking X to be a single point. Let
M be a module over a ommutative ring k. Let m ∈M and let I be an ideal of k.
We all m an I-torsion element if I annihilates m. We say M has I-torsion if M
has a nonzero I-torsion element. If I is prime in k and M has I-torsion, we all I a
torsion prime of M.
2.3. Corollary. Assume that t(G) is a unit in k.
(i) The maps H∗(BG;Z) ⊗
Z
k → H∗(BG;k) and p∗ : H∗(BG;k) → (SW)
k
are isomorphisms. Therefore H∗(BG;k) is a polynomial algebra over
k on generators of even degree.
(ii) The harateristi homomorphism cG = i
∗ : S
k
→ H∗(G/T ;k) is sur-
jetive and its kernel is the ideal (SW+ )k of Sk generated by the Weyl-
invariant elements of positive degree. Hene cG indues a Dk-linear
isomorphism of k-algebras
(S/SW+ )k
∼=
−→ H∗(G/T ;k).
Proof. By Proposition 2.1(i), the torsion submodule of H∗(BG;Z) is annihilated
by the torsion index t(G). Sine H∗(BG;Z) is nitely generated in eah degree,
this implies Tor
Z(H∗(BG;Z),k) = 0, and therefore H∗(BG;Z) ⊗
Z
k
∼= H∗(BG;k)
by the universal oeient theorem. It follows that
p∗(H∗(BG;k)) = p∗(H∗(BG;Z))⊗
Z
k ⊆ (SW)
k
.
By Proposition 2.2(i), applied to a one-point spae X, the algebra S
k
= H∗(BT ;k)
is a free module with basis (Sw)w∈W over the subalgebra p
∗(H∗(BG;k)). By
[13, Théorème 2()℄, S
k
is also a free module with the same basis over the larger
subalgebra (SW)
k
. This implies p∗(H∗(BG;k)) is equal to (SW)
k
. By Proposition
2.1(i), p∗ is injetive, and therefore p∗ : H∗(BG;k)→ (SW)
k
is an isomorphism. By
[13, Théorème 3℄, it follows from this that H∗(BG;k) is a polynomial algebra on
even degree generators, whih proves (i). By taking X to be a spae onsisting of a
single point, we obtain from Proposition 2.2(i)
(S/SW+ )k
∼= S
k
⊗(SW)
k
k
∼=
(
H∗(G/T ;k)⊗
k
(SW)
k
)
⊗(SW)
k
k
∼= H∗(G/T ;k).
This isomorphism is D
k
-linear, beause i∗ is. QED
We shall from now on identify H∗(BG;k) with (SW)
k
via the isomorphism p∗
(when the torsion index is invertible in k).
2.4. Corollary. Assume that t(G) is a unit in k. The isomorphism
S
k
⊗(SW)
k
H∗G(X;k)
∼= H∗T (X;k) (31)
of Proposition 2.2(ii) is D
k
-linear, where we let the operators ∆ ∈ D
k
at on
the left-hand side by ∆(u ⊗ b) = ∆(u)⊗ b.
Proof. By Theorem 1.10, the ation of D
k
on S
k
is linear over H∗(BG;k) = (SW)
k
,
whih implies that the operation ∆(u ⊗ b) = ∆(u) ⊗ b is well-dened. Again by
Theorem 1.10, the ation of D
k
on H∗T (X;k) is H
∗
G(X;k)-linear, whih implies that
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the isomorphism f(u ⊗ b) = pr∗T (u)p
∗
X(b) satises f∆(u ⊗ b)) = f(∆(u) ⊗ b) =
∆f(u⊗ b). QED
We reall from [13℄ that the prime fators of the torsion index are preisely the
torsion primes of the fundamental group of G plus a short list of primes for eah
of the simple ideals of the Lie algebra of G. This list is as follows: 2 for types Bn
(n ≥ 3), Dn (n ≥ 4) and G2; 2 and 3 for types E6, E7 and F4; and 2, 3 and 5
for type E8. (The simply onneted groups of type An and Cn have torsion index
1 for all n ≥ 1.) The proof of this fat is largely given in [7℄ and relies on the
observation (also used in the proof of Corollary 2.3) that the prime fators of the
torsion index are preisely the torsion primes of H∗(BG;Z), whih in turn are the
same as the torsion primes of H∗(G;Z). Thus t(G) is invertible in k if and only if
the torsion primes of H∗(G;Z) are invertible in k.
Proposition 2.2(ii) shows that the T -equivariant ohomology of a G-spae is
determined by its G-equivariant ohomology for any oeient ring in whih the
torsion index is invertible. Conversely, Theorem 2.6 below shows that it is possible
to express G-equivariant ohomology in terms of T -equivariant ohomology. This
result is a onsequene of the following theorem of Demazure.
2.5. Theorem ([13, Théorème 2℄). Assume that t(G) is a unit in k.
(i) Choose a family of Shubert polynomials (Sw)w∈W as in (28). These
polynomials form a basis of the (SW)
k
-module S
k
.
(ii) D
k
= End(SW)
k
(S
k
).
It follows from this theorem that D
k
is isomorphi to the algebra of |W| × |W|-
matries over the ring (SW)
k
. In partiular, the entre of D
k
is equal to (SW)
k
.
2.6. Theorem. Assume that t(G) is a unit in k.
(i) The map p∗X is an isomorphism from H
∗
G(X;k) onto H
∗
T (X;k)
I(D
k
)
.
(ii) The family of operators (∂w)w∈W is a basis of the H
∗
T (X;k)-module of
all H∗G(X;k)-linear endomorphisms of H
∗
T (X;k).
Proof. Let A = D
k
-Mod and B = (S
k
)W-Mod be the ategories of (left) modules
over the ringsD
k
, resp. (S
k
)W . By Theorem 2.5(i), the module S
k
is a progenerator
of the ategory B. Hene, by the rst Morita equivalene theorem (see e.g. [20,
 18℄), the funtor G: B→ A dened by
B 7−→ S
k
⊗(SW)
k
B
is an equivalene with inverse F: A→ B given by
A 7−→ HomD
k
(S
k
, A).
We assert that F is naturally isomorphi to the funtor I: A→ B given by
A 7−→ AI(Dk).
Indeed, onsider the natural (S
k
)W-linear map ΦA : HomD
k
(S
k
, A) → A dened
by ΦA(f) = f(1). The map ΦA is injetive, beause Dk ⊇ Sk. Its image is
AI(Dk), beause I(D
k
) is the annihilator of 1 ∈ S
k
. We onlude that Φ is a
natural isomorphism from F to I. Now onsider the D
k
-module A = H∗T (X;k)
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and the (SW)
k
-module B = H∗G(X;k). By Proposition 2.2(ii), A
∼= G(B). Hene
B ∼= F(A) ∼= I(A) = AI(Dk), whih proves (i). The isomorphism (31) gives an
isomorphism of H∗T (X;k)-modules
EndH∗
G
(X;k)(H
∗
T (X;k))
∼= End(SW)
k
(S
k
)⊗(SW)
k
H∗G(X;k).
It now follows from Proposition 1.9 and Theorem 2.5(ii) that the ∂w form a basis
of the H∗T (X;k)-module EndH∗G(X;k)(H
∗
T (X;k)). QED
2.7. Example. Let X be a point. It follows from Corollary 2.3 and Theorem 2.6
that for any k in whih t(G) is invertible
(SW)
k
∼= H∗(BG;k) ∼= (S
k
)I(Dk).
We shall see in Corollary 2.12 that (S
k
)I(Dk) = (S
k
)W under a mild ondition on
the root data.
In general, H∗G(X;k) is a proper submodule of H
∗
T (X;k)
W
. (See Setion 4 for
examples.) Nevertheless, there are two useful suient riteria for the inlusion
to be an equality, stated in Theorem 2.10 below. The seond riterion (that the
ardinality of the Weyl group be invertible in k) is well-known, but it seems to us
of some interest to dedue it from Theorem 2.6.
2.8. Lemma. The notation and the hypotheses are as in Theorem 2.5. Dene
ψ ∈ D
k
by ψ(u) = ∂w0(Sw0u) for u ∈ Sk. Let J be the left ideal of Dk generated
by ψ and by all elements 1−w for w ∈W. Let A be a left D
k
-module.
(i) ψ projets A onto the (SW)
k
-submodule AI(Dk).
(ii) AW = AI(Dk) ⊕AJ. Hene AW = AI(Dk) if and only if AJ = 0.
Proof. It follows from (23) that ∂w0 maps Sk to (S
W)
k
and hene that ∂w∂w0 = 0
for all w 6= 1. Therefore ∂w(ψ(a)) = 0 for all a ∈ A and all w 6= 1, i.e. ψ maps A
to AI(Dk). If a ∈ AI(Dk), then by Lemma 1.8
ψ(a) = ∂w0(Sw0a) = ∂w0(Sw0)a = a,
sine ∂w0(Sw0) = S1 = 1. This proves that ψ(A) = A
I(D
k
)
and ψ2 = idA,
whih establishes (i). It follows from (i) that A is the diret sum of the (SW)
k
-
submodules AI(Dk) and ker(ψ). Moreover, it follows from (i) and from Lemma
1.11(ii) that ψ maps AW into itself. Therefore AW is the diret sum of AI(Dk) and
AW ∩ ker(ψ) = AJ. QED
For ertain groups G it turns out that there exists an ideal J(S
k
) of S
k
suh that,
for all D
k
-modules A, we have AW = AI(Dk) if and only if AJ(Sk) = 0. (See Setion
4 for examples.) We do not know if this is true for all groups.
Reall that d =
∏
α∈R+
α ∈ SN denotes the disriminant of G. We shall denote
its image in SN
k
also by d.
2.9. Lemma. The notation and the hypotheses are as in Lemma 2.8.
(i) The disriminant satises the identity
d(1 −ψ) =
∑
w∈W
det(w)w(Sw0)(1 −w).
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In partiular, d ∈ J. Hene AW = AI(Dk) if d is not a zero divisor in
A.
(ii) Assume that |W| is a unit in k. Choose the top-degree Shubert poly-
nomial to be Sw0 = |W|
−1d. Then ψ is the projetion map onto the
W-invariants,
ψ =
1
|W|
∑
w∈W
w.
Hene AW = AI(Dk).
Proof. It follows from (23) that for all u ∈ S
k
dψ(u) = d∂w0(Sw0u) =
∑
w∈W
det(w)w(Sw0u)
=
∑
w∈W
det(w)w(Sw0)u+
∑
w∈W
det(w)w(Sw0)(w(u) − u)
= d∂w0(Sw0)u+
∑
w∈W
det(w)w(Sw0)(w − 1)(u)
= du+
∑
w∈W
det(w)w(Sw0)(w− 1)(u).
This identity shows that d ∈ J. Hene, if d is not a zero divisor in A, then AJ = 0,
so AW = AI(Dk) by Lemma 2.8(ii). This proves (i). Assume |W| is a unit in k.
Comparing (12) with (27) we see that Sw0 = |W|
−1d is a valid hoie for the top
Shubert polynomial. It follows from (13) and the fat that d is antisymmetri that
∂w0(du) =
1
d
∑
w∈W
det(w)w(du) =
∑
w∈W
w(u)
for all u ∈ S
k
. Hene ψ(u) = ∂w0(Sw0u) = |W|
−1
∑
w∈W w(u). Lemma 2.8(i)
now implies that AW = AI(Dk). QED
2.10. Theorem. Assume that t(G) is a unit in k. Assume either that d is not
a zero divisor in the S
k
-module H∗T (X;k) or that |W| is a unit in k. Then p
∗
X
is an isomorphism from H∗G(X;k) onto H
∗
T (X;k)
W
.
Proof. This follows immediately from Theorem 2.6 and Lemma 2.9. QED
2.11. Corollary. Assume that t(G) is a unit in k and that the restrition map
H∗T (X;k)→ H∗T (XT ;k) is injetive. In addition, if G has a root α suh that α/2 ∈
X(T) (i.e. if G ontains a diret fator isomorphi to U(n,H) for some n ≥ 1),
assume that H∗(XT ;k) has no 2-torsion. Then p∗X : H
∗
G(X;k) → H∗T (X;k)W is
an isomorphism.
Proof. Let α be a root of G. If α/2 is not a harater of T , put ξ1 = α. If α/2
is a harater, put ξ1 = α/2. In either ase, Zξ1 is a diret summand of the
harater group X(T). Selet haraters ξ2, ξ3, . . . , ξr suh that (ξ1, ξ2, . . . , ξr) is
a basis of X(T). Let ηj = ξj ⊗ 1k be the image of ξj in X(T)k = X(T)⊗Z k. Then
(η1, η2, . . . , ηr) is a basis of X(T)k, so H
∗
T (X
T ;k) ∼= H∗(XT ;k)⊗
k
S
k
is a polynomial
algebra over H∗(XT ;k) in the variables η1, η2, . . . , ηr. The element α⊗ 1k is equal
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to η1 if α/2 6∈ X(T) and to 2η1 if α/2 ∈ X(T). In either ase, α ⊗ 1k is not a zero
divisor in H∗T (X
T ;k). This implies that d is not a zero divisor in the submodule
H∗T (X;k) of H
∗
T (X
T ;k). The orollary now follows from Theorem 2.10. QED
The next orollary is a result stated in [13℄ under the marginally stronger as-
sumption that 2 be invertible in k. (Note, however, that Demazure's proof works
equally well under our weaker assumptions.)
2.12. Corollary ([13, Corollaire au Théorème 2℄). Assume that t(G) is a unit
in k. In addition, if G has a root α suh that α/2 ∈ X(T), assume that 2
is not a zero divisor in k. Then p∗ : H∗(BG;k) → H∗(BT ;k)W = (S
k
)W is an
isomorphism. Thus
(S
k
)W ∼= H∗(BG;k) ∼= H∗(BG;Z)⊗
Z
k
∼= (SW)
k
.
Proof. The rst statement follows from Corollary 2.11, applied to X = pt. The
other isomorphisms were established in Corollary 2.3. QED
3. Orthogonality
In this setion we obtain a duality result based on material in [21, Chapter V℄.
As in the previous setions, we let X be a topologial G-spae and k a ommutative
ring. We x a basis of the root system of (G, T) and relative to this basis dene
the operators ∂w in Demazure's algebra Dk as in (21). Dene
BX(a1, a2) = ∂w0(a1a2)
for a1, a2 ∈ H
∗
T (X;k). It follows from the relations (24) that ∆∂w0 = 0 for all ∆ in
the augmentation left ideal I(D
k
), so this rule denes a pairing
BX : H
∗
T (X;k)×H
∗
T (X;k)→ H∗−2NT (X;k)I(Dk).
This pairing is graded symmetri in the sense that
BX(a1, a2) = (−1)
k1k2BX(a2, a1)
if a1 is of degree k1 and a2 is of degree k2. It follows from the produt rule, Lemma
1.8, that H∗T (X;k)
I(D
k
)
is a subalgebra of H∗T (X;k) and that the pairing is bilinear
over H∗T (X;k)
I(D
k
)
in the sense that it is additive in eah variable and
BX(ba1, a2) = bBX(a1, a2), BX(a1, a2b) = BX(a1, a2)b
for all b ∈ H∗T (X;k)
I(D
k
)
. It follows from the naturality of ∂w0 that
BX(f
∗
T (a1), f
∗
T (a2)) = f
∗
TBY(a1, a2) (32)
for a1, a2 ∈ H
∗
T (Y;k), where fT : XT → YT is the map indued by any G-equivariant
ontinuous map f : X → Y. The pairing may be degenerate, but nevertheless the
operators ∂w and w have adjoints.
3.1. Lemma. Let w ∈W and a1, a2 ∈ H
∗
T (X;k). Then
(i) BX(∂w(a1), a2) = BX(a1, ∂w−1(a2)),
(ii) BX(w(a1), a2) = det(w)BX(a1, w
−1(a2)).
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Proof. To prove (i), it is enough to show that BX(∂sαa1, a2) = BX(a1, ∂sαa2) for
all simple roots α. By Proposition 1.4(ii), Lemma 1.6 and (24),
BX(∂sα(a1), a2) = ∂w0sα∂sα(∂sα(a1)a2) = ∂w0sα(∂sα(a1)∂sα(a2)).
This expression is graded symmetri in a1 and a2, so assuming that a1 is of degree
k1 and a2 is of degree k2 we have
BX(∂sα(a1), a2) = (−1)
k1k2BX(∂sα(a2), a1) = BX(a1, ∂sα(a2)),
whih proves (i). From this (ii) follows by using Proposition 1.4(i). QED
When G is the unitary group, the lifted Shubert lasses Sw have a dual basis.
This leads to a relative form of Poinaré duality for the bre bundle XT → XG.
3.2. Proposition. Let G = U(l+ 1). Then the pairing
〈·, ·〉 : H∗T (X;k)×H
∗
T (X;k)→ H∗−2NG (X;k)
dened by 〈a1, a2〉 = pX,∗(a1a2) is nonsingular. Hene
H∗T (X;k)
∼= HomH∗
G
(X;k)
(
H∗T (X;k), H
∗−2N
G (X;k)
)
as graded left H∗G(X;k)-modules.
Proof. Let S = εl1ε
l−1
2 · · · εl be the top Shubert polynomial, where εk is the
harater of the diagonal maximal torus of G dened by
εk

t1
0
.
.
.
0
tl+1

 = tk. (33)
For eah w ∈W, dene Sw ∈ H
2l(w)
T (X;k) as in (29) and dene
Sw = det(ww0)w0( Sww0).
Applying (32) to the onstant map X→ pt, we nd
BX( Sw, S
w ′) = BX(pr
∗
T (Sw),pr
∗
T (S
w ′)) = pr∗T Bpt(Sw,S
w ′) = δw,w ′
for all w, w ′ ∈ W, where the last equality follows from [21, V(5.5)℄. This shows
that the pairing BX is nonsingular. Sine p
∗
X(〈a1, a2〉) = BX(a1, a2) and p
∗
X is an
isomorphism from H∗G(X;k)) onto H
∗
T (X;k)
I(D
k
)
(Theorem 2.6), the pairing 〈·, ·〉 is
nonsingular as well. QED
This result is presumably true for arbitrary G, provided that the torsion index
is a unit in k, but we do not know if the Shubert polynomials an be hosen so
that B
pt
(Sw,S
w ′) = δw,w ′.
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4. Weyl invariants for groups of low rank
In this setion we alulate, for a few groupsG of low rank, H∗T (X;k)
W
as a mod-
ule over H∗G(X;k). We do this by using Proposition 2.2, whih says that H
∗
T (X;k) is
a free H∗G(X;k)-module with basis (
Sw)w∈W . (We onsider only oeient rings k
in whih the torsion index of G is invertible.) Finding the Weyl invariants is then
a matter of alulating the matries of the simple reetions with respet to this
basis and solving linear equations. The results are summarized in the table below.
Here we write A = H∗T (X;k) and B = H
∗
G(X;k) and identify B with the subalge-
bra p∗X(B) of A. We write B
I
for the submodule of B annihilated by an ideal I of
(SW)
k
. To save spae, instead of AW we give the B-submodule AJ, where J is the
ideal of D
k
dened in Lemma 2.8. (Reall that AW = B ⊕ AJ by Lemma 2.8 and
Theorem 2.6.)
The rightmost olumn of the table shows a ertain ideal J(S
k
) of S
k
, whih has
the property that AW = B if and only if AJ(Sk) = 0. This ideal is found as follows.
Upon examining the third olumn one sees that, for eah of the groups we onsider,
there exists an ideal K of (SW)
k
suh that AW = B if and only if BK = 0. For
instane, K = (2, p1) for G = U(2), K = (2, p1p2 + p3) for G = U(3), and K = (2)
for G = U(2,H). We dene J(S
k
) to be the ideal of S
k
generated by K. This has
the desired property, beause S
k
, being a free (SW)
k
-module, is faithfully at over
(SW)
k
. It follows from this that K = (SW)
k
∩ J(S
k
) and AJ(Sk) = S
k
⊗(SW)
k
BK.
Thus BK = 0 if and only if AJ(Sk) = 0. Observe that d ∈ J(S
k
) in all ases.
G t(G) AJ J(S
k
)
U(2) 1 B(2,p1) · Sw0 (2, d)
U(3) 1 B(2,p1p2+p3) ·( Sw0 + p1 Ss2s1 + p2 Ss2 + p
2
1
Ss1) (2, d)
SU(2) 1 B(2) · Sw0 (2)
SU(3) 1 B(2,q3) ·( Sw0 + q2 Ss2) (2, d)
SO(3) 2 0 (1)
PSU(3) 3 B(2,q3) ·( Sw0 + q2 Ss2) (2, d)
U(2,H) 1 B(2,p1) · Sw0 ⊕ B
(2) · Ss2s1s2 ⊕ B
(2) · Ss1s2 (2)
⊕B(2,p1) · Ss2s1 ⊕ B
(2) · Ss2
We use the notation of [9, Chapitres IVVI, Planhes IIX℄ for roots and weights.
The other notations, as well as a few omputational details, are explained in the
disussion below.
U(2) and U(3). Let G = U(l+1), let T be the diagonal maximal torus and let ε1,
ε2, . . . , εl+1 be the basis elements of X(T) dened in (33). Let S = ε
l
1ε
l−1
2 · · · εl.
By [13, Setion 5℄, i∗(S) = i∗(d)/(l + 1)! ∈ H2N(G/T ;Z), so t(G) = 1 and the
oeient ring k is arbitrary. The Shubert polynomials Sw = ∂w−1w0(S) form a
basis of the SW-module S and the algebra SW is freely generated by the elementary
symmetri polynomials p1, p2, . . . , pl+1. For U(2) the Shubert polynomials are
Ss = S = ε1 and S1 = 1, where s denotes the generator of W, whih ats on X(T)
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by interhanging ε1 and ε2. The matrix of s with respet to the basis (Ss, 1) is
M =
(
−1 0
p1 1
)
.
This is also the matrix of s with respet to the basis ( Ss, 1) of the B-module A.
Thus an element of A of the form c1 Ss + c2 with c1, c2 ∈ B is W-invariant if and
only if M
(
c1
c2
)
=
(
c1
c2
)
, whih is the ase if and only if 2c1 = p1c1 = 0. The upshot
is AW = B(2,p1) · Ss ⊕ B. For U(3) the Shubert polynomials are
Sw0 = S = ε
2
1ε2, Ss1s2 = ε1ε2, Ss2s1 = ε
2
1,
Ss2 = ε1 + ε2, Ss1 = ε1, S1 = 1,
where s1 and s2 denote the reetions in the roots α1 = ε1 − ε2 and α2 = ε2 − ε3.
The matries of s1 and s2 with respet to the Shubert basis (Sw)w∈W are
M1 =


−1 0 0 0 0 0
p1 1 −1 0 0 0
0 0 −1 0 0 0
0 0 p1 1 1 0
0 0 0 0 −1 0
−p3 0 −p2 0 0 1


, M2 =


−1 0 0 0 0 0
0 −1 0 0 0 0
0 −1 1 0 0 0
0 0 0 −1 0 0
p2 p1 0 1 1 0
−p3 0 0 p1 0 1


.
To ompute AW one now solves the linear equationsM1~c = M2~c = ~c for a olumn
vetor
~c = t(c1, c2, c3, c4, c5, c6) with entries in B.
SU(2) and SU(3). Similar results for G = SU(l + 1) are obtained by restriting
the omputations done for U(l + 1) to the maximal torus of G, i.e. by replaing
εk with εk − ε0, where ε0 = (ε1 + ε2 + · · · + εl+1)/(l + 1). We denote by qk
the restrition to X(T) of the elementary symmetri polynomial pk. (In partiular,
q1 = 0.) By [13, Setion 5℄, we have t(G) = 1, so again we an use any oeient
ring k.
SO(3) and PSU(3). Let G = PSU(l+1), the adjoint form of ~G = SU(l+1), and
let T be the image in G of the diagonal maximal torus ~T of ~G. The harater group
X(T) has index l+ 1 in X(~T) and, by [26, Setion 2℄, t(G) = l+ 1. Aordingly, we
an let k be any ommutative ring in whih l+ 1 is invertible. Then the anonial
map S(X(T))
k
→ S(X(~T ))
k
is an isomorphism, so the alulations done above for
~G arry over diretly to G.
U(2,H). Let G = U(2,H). We regard U(2) as a subgroup of G; then the diagonal
maximal torus T of U(2) is also maximal in G. By [13, Setion 5℄, G has torsion
index 1, so we an use any oeient ring k. The Shubert polynomials are
Sw0 = S = ε
3
1ε2, Ss2s1s2 = ε
2
1ε2 + ε1ε
2
2, Ss1s2s1 = ε
3
1,
Ss1s2 = ε
2
1 + ε1ε2 + ε
2
2, Ss2s1 = ε
2
1, Ss2 = ε1 + ε2, Ss1 = ε1, S1 = 1,
where s1 and s2 denote the reetions in the roots α1 = ε1 − ε2 and α2 = 2ε2.
The algebra SW is freely generated by p1 = ε
2
1 + ε
2
2 and p2 = ε
2
1ε
2
2. The matries
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of s1 and s2 are
M1 =
0
BBBBBBBBB@
−1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 1 −1 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 −1 0 0 0 0 0
p1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 −1 0 0 0
0 0 p1 0 0 1 1 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 −1 0
−p21 0 0 0 p1 0 0 1
1
CCCCCCCCCA
, M2 =
0
BBBBBBBBB@
−1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 −1 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 −2 1 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 −1 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 −1 0 0
0 2p1 0 0 0 2 1 0
0 0 0 2p1 0 0 0 1
1
CCCCCCCCCA
,
and again one nds AW by solving the equations M1~c = M2~c = ~c.
5. Homogeneous spaes
It is instrutive to spell out some of the onsequenes of the results of Setion
2 for the ordinary and equivariant ohomology of homogeneous spaes. As in the
previous setions, G denotes a ompat onneted Lie group with maximal torus T
and Weyl group W, and k denotes a ommutative ring with identity. We onsider
a xed losed subgroup U of G.
5.1. Proposition. Assume that t(G) is a unit in k. Then there are k-algebra
isomorphisms
H∗U(G/T ;k)
∼= H∗T (G/U;k)
∼= S
k
⊗(SW)
k
H∗(BU;k).
Hene H∗U(G/T ;k) is a free H
∗(BU;k)-module of rank |W| with generators of
even degree.
Proof. Sine T and U at freely on G,
H∗U(G/T ;k)
∼= H∗U×T (G;k)
∼= H∗T (G/U;k).
The indution formula (see e.g. [25, Setion 1℄) says that for any U-spae Y there
is a natural k-algebra isomorphism H∗U(Y;k) → H∗G(G ×U Y;k) whih is linear
over H∗(BG;k). Taking Y = pt gives H∗(BU;k) ∼= H∗G(G/U;k). We onlude, by
Proposition 2.2(ii) and Corollary 2.3(i), that
H∗T (G/U;k)
∼= S
k
⊗(SW)
k
H∗G(G/U;k)
∼= S
k
⊗(SW)
k
H∗(BU;k).
The last assertion now follows from Proposition 2.2(i). QED
Now let us assume U to be onneted and hoose a maximal torus TU of U whih
is ontained in T . We denote by WU the Weyl group of (U, TU) and by SU the
symmetri algebra of the harater group X(TU).
5.2. Corollary. Assume that U is onneted and that both t(G) and t(U) are
units in k. Then H∗T (G/U;k) is a free k-module onentrated in even degrees,
nitely generated in eah degree. Moreover, there is a k-algebra isomorphism
H∗T (G/U;k)
∼=
(
S⊗SW (SU)
WU
)
k
.
Proof. The rst assertion follows from the fat that H∗T (G/U;k) is free and nitely
generated overH∗(BU;k) with even degree generators (Proposition 5.1) and the fat
that H∗(BU;k) is free over k with even degree generators and nitely generated
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in eah degree (Corollary 2.3(i)). The seond assertion follows immediately from
Proposition 5.1 by applying Corollary 2.3(i) to the groups G and U, and by using
(S⊗ k)⊗SW⊗k
(
(SU)
WU ⊗ k
)
∼=
(
S⊗SW (SU)
WU
)
⊗
Z
k.
QED
5.3. Example. Setting U = T we obtain H∗T (G/T ;k)
∼= (S ⊗SW S)k for any k in
whih the torsion index of G is invertible.
Next we reord a few onsequenes of Theorem 2.6.
5.4. Lemma. Assume that U is onneted and that t(U) is a unit in k.
(i) Let IU be the augmentation left ideal of the algebra of (SU)
WU ⊗ k-
linear endomorphisms of SU ⊗ k. Then the projetion G/TU → G/U
indues a k-algebra isomorphism H∗(G/U;k) ∼= H∗(G/TU;k)
IU
.
(ii) Assume that U has maximal rank. Let k0 = Z[t(U)
−1]. Then
H∗(G/U;k0) ∼= H
∗(G/T ;k0)
WU .
Hene H∗(G/U;k) is a nitely generated free k-module onentrated
in even degrees.
Proof. Theorem 2.6 implies that H∗(X/U;k) ∼= H∗(X/TU;k)
IU
for all free U-spaes
X. Taking X = G proves (i). If U has maximal rank, then TU = T . Sine the ring
k0 = Z[t(U)
−1] is prinipal of harateristi 0, the isomorphism in (ii) follows from
Proposition 2.1(ii) and the fat that H∗T (G;k0) = H
∗(G/T ;Z) ⊗
Z
k0 is a nitely
generated free k0-module onentrated in even degrees. Hene H
∗(G/U;k0), being
isomorphi to a submodule of H∗(G/T ;k0), is likewise nitely generated, free and
onentrated in even degrees. Therefore, by the universal oeient theorem, the
same is true for H∗(G/U;k) ∼= H∗(G/U;k0)⊗k0 k. QED
This result is not optimal in all ases. For instane, it is known that if U
is the entralizer of a subtorus of a maximal torus T of G, then H∗(G/U;Z) ∼=
H∗(G/T ;Z)WU , regardless of the torsion index of U. (A proof an be found in [8,
Theorem III
′′
℄ or [5, Theorem 5.5℄.)
For subgroups of maximal rank we an now give a presentation of the ordinary
ohomology of the homogeneous spae. For oeients in a eld k, the isomorphism
(35) an be found in Baum's paper [4℄ and Gugenheim and May's monograph [17℄.
5.5. Theorem. Assume that U is onneted and of maximal rank and that both
t(G) and t(U) are units in k. Then we have k-algebra isomorphisms
H∗T (G/U;k)
∼= (S⊗SW S
WU)
k
, (34)
H∗(G/U;k) ∼=
(
SWU
/
SW+
)
k
, (35)
where SW+ denotes the ideal of S
WU
generated by the W-invariant elements of
S of positive degree.
Proof. The isomorphism (34) follows from Corollary 5.2. For the isomorphism (35)
we use H∗(BG;k) ∼= (SW)
k
and H∗(BU;k) ∼= (SWU)
k
to get(
SWU
/
SW+
)
k
∼= (SWU)
k
⊗(SW)
k
k
∼= H∗(BU;k)⊗H∗(BG;k) k.
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It follows from Corollary 2.3(i) and Lemma 5.4(ii) that the ohomology groups
of BG and of G/U (with oeients in k) are free and vanish in odd degrees.
This shows that the Leray spetral sequene of the bre bundle G/U→ BU→ BG
degenerates at the E2 term, whih implies that H
∗(BU;k)⊗H∗(BG;k)k is isomorphi
to H∗(G/U;k). QED
(A omment on the hypotheses of Theorem 5.5: in all examples of maximal rank
subgroupsU that we have heked, every prime fator of t(U) is also a prime fator
of t(G), and therefore t(U) is a unit in k if t(G) is. But we do not know if this is
true for all U.)
If G = SU(n,C) or G = U(n,H), then every losed onneted maximal rank
subgroup U has torsion index 1 (this follows for example from the information in
[23, Table 5.1℄), so Theorem 5.5 applies to any U and to any oeient ring k. If
G is any overing group of SO(n,R) with n ≥ 3, then the torsion index of every
U is a power of 2, so Theorem 5.5 applies to any U and to any oeient ring k
whih is an algebra over Z[1
2
].
It follows from Theorem 5.5 that the homogeneous spaeG/U is T -equivariantly
formal over k: every ohomology lass on G/U extends to a T -equivariant lass.
5.6. Corollary. The notation and the hypotheses are as in Theorem 5.5. There
is a k-algebra isomorphism H∗(G/U;k) ∼= H∗T (G/U;k)/(S+)k, where (S+)k de-
notes the ideal of H∗T (G/U;k) generated by polynomials of positive degree.
Proof. It follows from Theorem 5.5 that
H∗(G/U;k) ∼= (SWU ⊗SW Z)k ∼= (S
WU ⊗SW S⊗S Z)k
∼= H∗T (G/U;k)⊗S
k
k
∼= H∗T (G/U;k)/(S+)k.
QED
The bre bundleG/U→ BU→ BG is the right edge of the ommutative diagram
U/T
G/T
j
CC
G/U
q
CC
BU
BG,
q

77
77
77
77
7


77
77
77
77
BT
iU
66mmmmmmmmmmm
pU 66mmmm
i
((QQ
Q
p
((QQ
QQQ
QQQ
QQQ
(36)
in whih eah of the four straight paths represents a loally trivial bre bundle. As
we have seen, under the hypotheses of Theorem 5.5 the Leray spetral sequenes of
the two bundles at the bottom and of the right edge ollapse. Our next result gives
a formula for a setion of the restrition homomorphism∗ indued by the inlusion
map  : G/U →֒ BU indiated in (36). In the ourse of proving this formula we will
see that the restrition map j∗ indued by the inlusion j : U/T → G/T is surjetive,
thus proving that the spetral sequene of the left edge ollapses as well.
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5.7. Lemma. The notation and the hypotheses are as in Theorem 5.5 and in
the diagram (36). A setion of ∗ is given by the map
sU = s ◦ q
∗ : H∗(G/U;k)→ (SWU)
k
,
where s : H∗(G/T ;k)→ (SW)
k
is the setion of i∗ dened in (30). As an (SW)
k
-
module, (SWU)
k
is free of rank |W|/|WU|.
Proof. Let Sw ∈ H
∗(BT ;k) be the lasses dened in (29), but with w ∈ WU
and with the operators ∂w dened relative to a set of positive roots in the root
system of (U, T). Then the lasses (i∗U(Sw))w∈WU form a k-basis of H
∗(U/T ;k)
and, sine i ◦ j = iU, they are the restritions of the lasses (i
∗(Sw))w∈WU to U/T
under the inlusion j. Therefore j∗ is surjetive. Moreover, H∗(U/T ;k) is free and
nitely generated, so the Leray-Hirsh theorem applies to the left edge of (36). We
onlude that there are isomorphisms
H∗(BT ;k) ∼= H∗(BU;k)⊗
k
H∗(U/T ;k),
H∗(G/T ;k) ∼= H∗(G/U;k)⊗
k
H∗(U/T ;k), (37)
expressing H∗(BT ;k) as a free module over H∗(BU;k) with basis (Sw)w∈WU , and
H∗(G/T ;k) as a free module over H∗(G/U;k) with basis (i∗(Sw))w∈WU . Now let
z ∈ H∗(G/U;k) and let a = sU(z) = s(q
∗(z)) ∈ H∗(BT ;k). Then i∗(a) = q∗(z).
Expanding a =
∑
w∈WU
xwSw in terms of the basis elements Sw with oeients
xw ∈ H
∗(BU;k) and applying i∗ gives
q∗(z) = i∗(a) =
∑
w∈WU
i∗(xwSw) =
∑
w∈WU
∗(xw)i
∗(Sw). (38)
On the other hand, expanding q∗(z) in terms of the basis elements i∗(Sw) with
oeients in H∗(G/U;k) gives q∗(z) = z · 1 = z · i∗(S1). Upon omparing this
formula with (38) we nd ∗(xw) = 0 for w 6= 1 and 
∗(x1) = z. Hene a =
x1 is ontained in the submodule H
∗(BU;k) of H∗(BT ;k) and ∗(a) = z. This
shows that ∗sU(z) = z, i.e. sU is a setion of 
∗
. Let (ai)i∈I be a basis of the
k-module H∗(G/U;k), whih is free and nitely generated by Lemma 5.4(ii). By
(37), H∗(G/T ;k) is free over H∗(G/U;k) of rank |WU|. Moreover, H
∗(G/T ;k) is
free over k of rank |W|, so |I| = |W|/|WU|. By the Leray-Hirsh theorem (applied
to the right edge of (36)), (sU(ai))i∈I is a basis of the (S
W)
k
-module (SWU)
k
, and
therefore (SWU)
k
is free of rank |W|/|WU|. QED
We an now prove versions of Proposition 2.2 and Theorem 2.6 relative to the
subgroup U: G-equivariant ohomology determines U-equivariant ohomology and
vie versa. As before, X denotes a topologial G-spae.
5.8. Theorem. The hypotheses are as in Theorem 5.5. Let IG,U be the aug-
mentation left ideal of the algebra of (SW)
k
-linear endomorphisms of (SWU)
k
.
Then we have k-algebra isomorphisms
H∗U(X;k)
∼= (SWU)
k
⊗(SW)
k
H∗G(X;k), (39)
H∗G(X;k)
∼= H∗U(X;k)
IG,U . (40)
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Proof. Dene
sU : H
∗(G/U;k)→ H∗U(X;k)
by sU = pr
∗
U ◦sU, where prU : XU → BU is the natural projetion and sU is as in
Lemma 5.7. Then sU is a setion of the restrition map H
∗
U(X;k) → H∗(G/U;k).
Let {ai}i∈I be a k-basis of H
∗(G/U;k) as in the proof of Lemma 5.7. Applying
the Leray-Hirsh theorem to the bre bundle G/U→ XT → XU, we onlude that
{sU(ai)}i∈I is a basis of H
∗
U(X;k) as a H
∗
G(X;k)-module. The natural homomor-
phism
(SWU)
k
⊗(SW)
k
H∗G(X;k) −→ H∗U(X;k)
maps the basis element sU(ai) ⊗ 1 of the module on the left to the basis element
sU(ai) of the module on the right and therefore is an isomorphism. This proves
(39). It follows from Lemma 5.7 that (SWU)
k
is a progenerator of the ategory of
(SW)
k
-modules. The isomorphism (40) now follows from (39) by applying the rst
Morita equivalene theorem as in the proof of Theorem 2.6. QED
In partiular, we nd a U-equivariant version of the isomorphism (34).
5.9. Corollary. The hypotheses are as in Theorem 5.5. We have a k-algebra
isomorphism
H∗U(G/U;k)
∼= (SWU ⊗SW S
WU)
k
.
Proof. This follows immediately from Theorem 5.8 by taking X = G/U and using
H∗G(G/U;k)
∼= H∗(BU;k) ∼= (SWU)
k
. QED
5.10. Corollary. The hypotheses are as in Theorem 5.5. In addition, if G has
a root α suh that α/2 ∈ X(T), assume that 2 is not a zero divisor in k. Then
we have k-algebra isomorphisms
H∗U(G/U;k)
∼= (S
k
)WU ⊗(S
k
)W (Sk)
WU ,
H∗T (G/U;k)
∼= S
k
⊗(S
k
)W (Sk)
WU ,
H∗(G/U;k) ∼= (S
k
)WU
/
I
k
.
Proof. The root system of (U, T) is a subset of the root system of (G, T), so
Corollary 2.12 applies to both G and U, telling us that (SW)
k
= (S
k
)W and
(SWU)
k
= (S
k
)WU . The result now follows from Theorem 5.5 and Corollary
5.9. QED
5.11. Example. Let G = U(n,H) and let U be the diagonal subgroup U(1,H)n.
Then t(G) = t(U) = 1, so Corollary 5.9 applies to any oeient ring k. The
spae G/U is the variety of full ags of the quaternioni vetor spae Hn. Let
T = U(1,C)n be the diagonal maximal torus of G and U. Then WU ∼= (Z/2Z)
n
ats by sign hanges on eah of the oordinates of t ∼= R
n
, and W ∼= W ′ ⋉WU
ats by signed permutations on t, where W ′ = Sn. We have S = Z[y1, y2, . . . , yn],
a polynomial ring in variables yi of degree 2. Let S
′ = SWU and xi = y
2
i . Then
S ′ = Z[x1, x2, . . . , xn], so we obtain
H∗U(G/U;Z)
∼= S ′ ⊗(S ′)W ′ S
′ ∼= (S ′ ⊗
Z
S ′)/I.
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Here I is the ideal of S ′⊗
Z
S ′ generated by all elements of the form u⊗1−1⊗u, where
u ∈ S ′ is a symmetri polynomial in the variables xi. Cf. Mare's paper [22℄, where
this algebra is omputed by a dierent method. The ohomology H∗U(G/U;k) is
now found by tensoring (S ′ ⊗
Z
S ′)/I with k. Observe also that H∗U(G/U;k) is not
isomorphi to (S
k
)WU⊗(S
k
)W (Sk)
WU
if k has harateristi 2. This shows that the
onditions of Corollary 5.10 annot be weakened.
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